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Thank you for choosing bentz photography!

Will a stranger or “hired hand” show up on my wedding day?
No, Steve and Sara are the sole employees and will be the only ones showing up on your 
wedding day. This helps you feel more comfortable after having already formed a relationship 
through the initial meeting, engagement session, pre-wedding conference, etc.

If you are both at the wedding, does that mean I get two photographers?
Absolutely, this is one of our strongest assets! We both shoot during the ceremony and 
reception.  During the formals before/after the wedding, Sara sets down her camera to set 
up all the arrangements in the best way, make sure flowers are held correctly, etc. We know 
that two photographers capture so much more during the day. An example of this occurs just 
before the ceremony starts. Steve is at the front of the church during the processional while 
Sara is at the back of the church snapping amazing pictures of the bride and dad just before 
the big event!

Do you charge extra to stop at a picturesque location on the wedding day?
Not at all! We want the best pictures possible on your wedding day and actually encourage a 
stop at a local park or golf course on the way from the wedding to the reception. We also find 
that this is helpful if your church has time constraints. 

Can we utilize your studio and surrounding acreage on the wedding day?
Please do! Our studio has hosted everything from just the bride, to the entire wedding party 
including the limousine. 

Do we get actual pictures or thumbnail proofs?
You receive 4 x 6 color corrected pictures that do not contain any advertising, watermarks or 
the word “proof” stamped across the print. Yes! These are ALL yours to keep!

Can we purchase the digital negatives?
For an additional $400, you can purchase the digital files and receive full authorization to 
reprint, use online or email to your family and friends. 

Do you post the images on the internet?
Yes, every wedding is posted on an invitation only website for viewing/ordering purposes 
regardless of the package ordered.

How long have you been in business?
We have been professional photographers since 2001 and have shot almost 300 weddings. 

Do you have back up equipment?
Sure do! Photography is my passion and the business helps justify my plans for new equipment 
on a regular basis. I have backups for everything. As Sara says, “I have backups for my 
backups!”


